
ThedaCare Mask Requirements 

1. NAME & CONTACT INFO must be included in every bag of masks.  Bundle masks and label size & count.  WE

WILL NOT THROW AWAY ANY MASKS.  In the event there is an issue with your masks you will be contacted,

masks will be returned to you along with guidance & instruction for you to fix and return if you choose.  We

need all of you, but we want to insure masks function as they should.

2. FABRICS:  two layers of 100% cotton (muslin is great for inside layer), 100% silk, 100% cashmere, or a double

layered combination of these fabrics.  Fabric tests are being done on all types of fabrics and combinations of

fabrics; we will notify our sewers when there is a change.

3. No sewn in interfacing, stabilizer of any kind or coffee filters.  These type filters can be added between the

layers of the mask through the filter pockets and should be a one-time use.

4. Filter Pockets.  All of our designs have filter pockets, with the exception of our smallest pleated size age 2-4.

Pleated size 2-4 is sewn shut.

5. NEW Optional 3rd Layer:  a third MIDDLE layer of chiffon can be added between the outer layer & liner.  Using a

basting stitch or serger, sew the chiffon to the inside (liner) piece of fabric and then continue to follow the rest

of the mask instructions treating the inside fabric/liner & attached chiffon as 1 piece, making sure the chiffon

ends up on the inside of the mask between the outside and inside pieces.  If you add a third layer, close up the

pocket as described under age 2-4 pleated mask size in instructions.

6. CASINGS ON ALL MASKS.  (No sewn in or sewn on ties or elastic.)  Casings top & bottom must have a sewn hem.

Ear loops or ties strung through the casings.

7. WRAPPED WIRE ON ALL MASKS.  Wire should be 16 or 18 gage.  Thinner wire is acceptable but double the wire

and wrap the two pieces of wire together.

8. TOP STITCHING ON ALL MASKS (top & bottom).  Top Stitching is what holds a mask’s shape during sanitation

and washing.

9. TIES: can only be made out of cotton or poly/cotton blend following our tie instructions.  Ties must be flat and

cannot be made out of cording, ribbon, any type of slippery fabric.


